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BUCKINGHAM
John Schroeder
Buckingham is a delightful, beautifully illustrated story
that explores the therapeutic powers of the cat.
Buckingham was big. Buckingham was beautiful and the day he found his way into Angela Tillsworthys life, neither she,
nor he, were ever to look back. Surprisingly Angela was soon to discover that Buckingham possessed some extraordinary
therapeutic powers, which were to ultimately affect a lot of peoples lives. Through persistent demand for her cats
therapeutic services, Angela forms a company calling it Cozy Cats Cottage plc appointing Buckingham as the chairman.
This gentle tale is not your run of the mill cat book, instead it is a story all about the therapeutic powers
of cats and how they positively affect human lives. It is an entertaining mixture of fantasy and reality.
JOHN SCHROEDER was the producer and co-producer for no less than one hundred and seventy artists throughout his career,
including Cliff Richard, The Shadows, Helen Shapiro and Status Quo. Virtually no field of popular music was untouched by his
hand  from the orchestral jazz based stylings of Sounds Orchestral through to the pop-soul of Geno Washington. John was also
initially responsible for bringing the Tamla Motown label to the UK. He later formed his own label, Alaska, signing a band
named Cymande who are still the first British black band to conquer America. John has just completed their fourth album.
Acclaimed for his success in the musical arena, this book is his tribute to the cats who have been a constant source of love and
companionship throughout his life.
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